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Abstract

We present a method for a collaborative team of pursuing robots to contain

and capture a single evading robot. We address the practical case in which the

pursuers do not know the exact location of the evader but rather must localize

the evader with noisy on-board sensors. Under our policy, the pursuers move

to maximally reduce the area of space reachable by the evader despite the un-

certainty in the evader’s position estimate. Our pursuit policy is distributed in

the sense that each pursuer only needs to broadcast its position and estimate to

its closest neighbors. The policy guarantees that the evader’s reachable area is

non-increasing between measurement updates regardless of the evader’s policy.

Furthermore, we show in simulations and hardware that the pursuers capture

the evader in spite of the position uncertainty provided that the pursuer’s mea-

surement noise decreases with the distance to the evader.

Keywords: Multi-Agent Pursuit-Evasion, Reachability Methods, Game

Theoretic Control

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation

The advent of consumer multi-rotors has created a potential hazard for air-

ports and other sensitive airspace, as pilots can easily fly UAVs into restricted
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areas (either intentionally or accidentally)[1]. In recent years, numerous air-5

ports have been shut down due to rogue drones [2, 3, 4]. Some countries are

even attempting to train eagles to disable unauthorized UAVs flying in sensitive

areas [5]. In this paper we propose an online cooperative pursuit algorithm for

a team of drones to pursue and ultimately disable a rogue evader drone. We

address the practical case in which the pursuers do not know the exact loca-10

tion of the evader and must estimate the evader’s position with noisy on-board

sensors, such as cameras and LIDAR. This paper builds upon existing works

[6, 7, 8] which provide cooperative pursuit strategies in bounded environments

based on Voronoi cells but assume that the pursuers know the position of the

evader exactly.15

To conservatively manage the uncertainty in the evader’s position we focus

on an uncertainty ellipsoid that contains the evader. We extend the notion of

safe-reachability to this ellipsoid to characterize the set of points that the evader

can reach before any pursuer regardless of the evader’s initial position within

the ellipse. We derive a controller for the pursuers that maximally reduces the20

area of this conservative safe-reachable set. We prove that, using our policy, the

area of the safe-reachable set is non-increasing between measurement updates

of the evader’s position. The policy is distributed in the sense that the pursuers

only require the relative positions of their closest neighboring pursuers, they do

not need to communicate their intended control actions or explicitly coordinate25

in the computation of their control actions. Instead, control coordination is

ensured by the geometric construction of the algorithm. We show in simulations

and hardware that if the noise in the pursuers’ sensors decreases sufficiently

strongly as they get closer to the evader (as is typically the case for sensors

such as cameras and LIDAR) then the pursuers capture the evader despite the30

position uncertainty.

A preliminary version of these results were published in the conference pa-

per [9]. This journal version includes a detailed description of the integration

process with emphasize on finding the bounds of integration for the control cal-

culations in a efficient and decentralized fashion. We also provide an extended35
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description of the filtering process as well as 3D simulation and hardware re-

sults. This paper is organized as follows. The rest of this section discusses

related work. Section 2 formulates the pursuit-evasion problem and gives the

necessary mathematical background on greedy safe-reachable set minimization.

Section 3 formalizes the evader’s safe-reachable set given an elliptical uncer-40

tainty region and derives our policy for the pursuers to maximally decrease this

safe-reachable set. Section 4 discusses a set-based filtering method [10] we use to

update the pursuer’s estimate of the evader’s position with noisy measurements.

Simulations and hardware experiments are presented in Section 5 to showcase

the policy’s performance.45

1.2. Related Work

Pursuit techniques based on decreasing the size of an evader’s safe reach-

able set, especially in cases of multiple agents, have shown promise due to their

scalability. Instead of minimizing the distance between the pursuers and evader

directly, these methods seek to decrease the set of points that the evader can50

safely reach before being intercepted by a pursuer. This eventually reduces

the safe options available to the evader and ultimately leads to capture. For

arbitrary dynamic agents this set can be found algorithmically by discretiz-

ing the space [8], finding intersections of time-optimal reachability boundaries

(isochrones) [11], or with respect to a designed cost function (e.g. fuel) [12]. In55

the case of single integrator agents in an obstacle-free environment, the safe-

reachable set of an evader is simply its Voronoi cell. The area-minimization

pursuit policy in this case is for each pursuer to move towards the centroid of

the Voronoi boundary that it shares with the evader [6, 7, 13] or, in the case

of one pursuer and evader, by discretizing the state and action spaces [8]. We60

present a different method for maximally reducing the safe-reachable set when

the evader is known to lie in an elliptical uncertainty region.

A comprehensive review of pursuit-evasion with and without uncertainty is

given in [14] where the pursuing agents utilize search algorithms to decrease the

uncertainty in the evader’s position. Some proposed solutions [15] first discretize65
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the space and use multiple agents to preform a coordinated grid search while

updating a map of the environment. Other works [16, 17] discuss centralized

methods to search and pursuit problems of pursuers with limited fields of view.

Time-optimal centralized pursuit-evasion techniques have also be studied as a

differential game [18] by solving the corresponding Hamilton Jacobi Isaacs (HJI)70

equations [19, 20]. A clear relationship between the classic differential game and

geometric solutions are presented in [21]. Other similar methods involve graph

based approaches or solving a set of ordinary differential equations using ap-

proximations to extrema functions [22]. However, these methods require finding

a terminal point from the initial conditions and tend to scale poorly with the75

number of agents due to the curse of dimensionality. Our work considers the pur-

suit of a mobile evader in continuous space where the uncertainty, represented

by an ellipsoid, is updated from on-board noisy measurements of the evader’s

position and each pursuer calculates its own control action independently.

2. Problem Description80

2.1. Preliminaries

Consider a group of N pursuing agents and a single evader in an unbounded,

obstacle free environment. The position of pursuer i for i ∈ {1, . . . , N} at time

t is pi(t) and the evader’s position is e(t). Let all agents have single integrator

dynamics (simple motion) and the same fixed maximum speed,

ṗi = ui ė = v,

||ui|| ≤ 1 ||v|| ≤ 1,

where ui, v denotes the control actions for pursuer i and the evader, respectively.

Capture occurs when ||e− pi|| ≤ rcap for some i ∈ {1, . . . , N} for some chosen

rcap > 0. The pursuers measure the evader’s position with noisy on-board sen-

sors to generate an estimate of e. The sensor noise naturally causes uncertainty85

in the estimate, which we assume is described by an ellipsoid as is common with

the Kalman filter and its many variants. Our goal is to find a policy ui for the
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pursuers to capture the evader by only using their estimate of e and without

any knowledge of the evader’s control policy v. We make no assumptions about

the policy of the evader, or the information available to the evader (i.e. we seek90

a pursuit policy that will lead to capture for any evader policy). Before we

present our policy, we review an existing pursuit policy that guarantees capture

when the evader position is known exactly by the pursuers. We later build upon

this policy for the case of uncertain evader position.

2.2. Background95

Instead of directly minimizing the distance between the evader and a pursuer,

which is the classic approach to pursuit-evasion, the works [6, 7, 8] introduce a

greedy area-minimization strategy which is designed to decrease the set of points

the evader can safely move to without being captured. This set is known as the

evader’s safe-reachable set and is the region reachable by the evader before

any other agents. As discussed by [8], decreasing the area of the evader’s safe-

reachable set will eventually lead to capture for any arbitrarily small capture

radius. For the case of single integrator dynamics, the set of points reachable

by the evader before any pursuer is equivalent to the set of points closer in the

Euclidean sense to the evader. Thus, the evader’s safe-reachable set Ve can be

represented as a cell in a Voronoi tessellation generated by the positions of all

the agents (p1, . . . , pN , e) [7],

Ve = {q | ||q − e|| ≤ ||q − pi|| ∀i}.

This set is time varying as each of the agent’s positions are changing in time.

Let Ae(t) =
´
Ve(t)

dq be the area of the evader’s safe-reachable set at time

t. We assume that the evader’s safe-reachable set is initially bounded, which

necessitates a minimum number of pursuers. If this set were initially unbounded

Ae would be infinite and the evader could trivially escape. The greedy area-

minimization problem can be thought of as a classical game where the payoff,

Ȧe, is greedily minimized by the pursuer and maximized by the evader. The
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corresponding optimization problem is

minimize
ui

maximize
v

Ȧe =

N∑
i

∂Ae
∂pi

T

ṗi +
∂Ae
∂e

T

ė

subject to ṗi = ui, ||ui|| ≤ 1 ∀i

ė = v, ||v|| ≤ 1.

(1)

We refer to the terms ∂Ae

∂e and
∂Ap

∂pi
in (1) as the area flux quantities as they

relate the “flow” of area into the evader’s safe-reachable set to the movement

of the agents. While it is generally difficult to find saddle-point equilibrium to

min-max problems, the additive structure of (1) lets each agent calculate its

optimal control independently. Thus the game can be solved by finding the

solution to N + 1 separate optimization problems, which naturally results in a

decentralized policy for the pursuers. Once the flux quantity ∂Ae

∂pi
is known each

pursuer solves the following optimization,

minimize
ui

∂Ae
∂pi

T

ṗi

subject to ṗi = ui, ||ui|| ≤ 1,

with solution

u?i = −
∂Ae

∂pi

‖∂Ae

∂pi
‖
. (2)

When the safe-reachable set of the evader is a cell of a Voronoi tessellation,

the optimal action with respect to the above optimization is for the pursuer

to move towards the centroid of the shared Voronoi boundary at maximum

speed. In 3D these boundaries are sections of planes and in 2D they are lines

segments, hence the safe-reachable set is a polyhedron in 3D or polygon in 2D.100

Figure 1 shows the safe-reachable set of an evader in 3D. For this case, the

area flux terms can be calculated by noting that each boundary segment is a

section of a plane that is always orthogonal to the vector between the evader

and the corresponding pursuer [23]. The flux terms can be found by perturbing

each agent and finding the resulting variational change in the safe-reachable105

area [6, 8]. While a worst-case area-maximizing evader policy can be found by
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using the evader’s flux term ∂Ae

∂e , each pursuer does not need this information

to calculate its area-minimizing policy.

Figure 1: A group of pursuers (blue) in

3D with a single evader (red). The pur-

suers’ control action when the evader po-

sition is known exactly is to move towards

the centroid (green) of their shared bound-

ary (gray) with the evader, as proposed in

[6, 8].

Figure 2: The effect on the evader’s safe-

reachable set due to imperfect measure-

ments is shown here. Overlaid instances of

possible safe-reachable sets (black) when

the pursuers jointly sample the evader’s

position from a Gaussian distribution.

The 99% confidence ellipsoid is in red.

3. Pursuit-Evasion with Uncertain Evader Position

3.1. Overview110

Suppose that the evader’s position is not known exactly, but is known to

lie within an uncertainty ellipse. Under these circumstances, we will show that

the safe-reachable set is not polygonal. Furthermore, implementing the above

area-minimization method without consideration of the evader’s uncertainty

may not always achieve capture and could lead to the evader escaping. Fig-115

ure 2 showcases the variability in the safe-reachable set when the pursuers are

uncertain about the evader’s position. This necessitates the formulation of a

safe-reachable set that takes into account the uncertainty region of the evader

as well as a method to calculate the corresponding area flux ∂Ae

∂pi
to formulate

a pursuit policy.120

Figure 4 shows a similar configuration of agents but takes into account the

uncertainty in the evader’s position to construct the safe-reachable set. In the

next section we construct the corresponding safe-reachable set and present a
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principled way of calculating the area flux terms for two general classes of bound-

ary representations: explicit and implicit. First, we show that this method re-125

covers the known policy (i.e. move to the centroid of the shared Voronoi bound-

ary) for the noiseless case found in [7]. We then use our method to find the area

flux for the case with elliptical uncertainty, resulting in our uncertainty-aware

pursuit policy.

Depending on the measurement model used, the uncertainty quantifies a

spatial region (normally an ellipsoid) within which the evader is expected to

lie. For typical Gaussian noise models a confidence region has a probabilistic

interpretation, such as the 99% confidence ellipsoids. In the case of bounded

noise models, we can find a confidence region that contains the evader with

certainty. For simplicity, in the remainder of this work we assume the bounded

noise model (so the evader is known to lie in the ellipse with certainty), however

the extension to an arbitrary Gaussian confidence ellipse is straightforward. In

order to incorporate uncertainty ellipse into the safe-reachable set we consider

generalized Voronoi tessellations which allow sets as generators. The works

[24, 25, 26] discuss this problem for various generator geometries but do not

explicitly find representations of the boundary facets. Suppose we are given a

set E ⊂ Rn which contains the evader’s true position, let each point in VE be

closer to the set E than any point pi,

VE = {q | ||E − q|| ≤ ||pi − q|| ∀i},

where ||E − q|| = infx{||x− q||2 | x ∈ E} is the standard distance-to-set metric.130

Since e ∈ E it follows that Ve ⊆ VE and Ae ≤ AE . Much like how Ȧe was

minimized in the previous section we aim to minimize ȦE by letting the pursuers

use VE as an upper bound to Ve.

3.2. Uncertainty Aware Safe-Reachable Set

We can form an expression for the boundary between the pursuer pi and the

estimate E(µ,Σ), where e ∈ E(µ,Σ) = {x | (x − µ)TΣ−1(x − µ) ≤ 1} is the

ellipsoid that contains the evader’s true position e. Since E is convex, any point
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q along the boundary of the safe-reachable set can be decomposed as q = a+rna

where a is the closest point to q on the boundary of E and na is the outward

normal of E at a. Figure 3 shows the construction of the boundary. For each

q on the boundary we can find r > 0 such that ||E − q|| = ||pi − q||. Thus,

in solving for r we form a map between the boundary of the ellipsoid and the

boundary of the uncertainty aware safe-reachable set. After some simplification,

r =
||pi − a||2

2(pi − a)Tna
. (3)

Since E is an ellipsoid, there are parameterizations of the boundary a ∈ ∂E

Figure 3: Boundary construction of an Uncertainty Aware Safe-Reachable Set (not to scale)

and corresponding surface normal na of the ellipsoid. Let FFT = Σ and d(θ)

be a parametrization of an n-sphere with θ ∈ Rn−1 with appropriate bounds.

Where

d(θ = θ) =

 cos(θ)
sin(θ)


in 2D with θ ∈ [−π, π] and

d(θ = (θ, φ)) =


cos(θ)cos(φ)

sin(θ)cos(φ)

sin(φ)
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in 3D with θ ∈ [−π, π], φ ∈ [−π2 ,
π
2 ]. For a given θ

a(θ) = µ+ Fd(θ) and na(θ) = Σ−1Fd(θ) (4)

fully determine a point and corresponding normal on the boundary of the ellip-

soid E. It follows that the uncertainty aware boundary is

qi(θ, µ,Σ, pi) = a+ rna

= µ+ Fd(θ) +
||pi − µ− Fd(θ)||2

2[(pi − µ− Fd(θ))TΣ−1Fd(θ)]
Σ−1Fd(θ).

(5)

Figure 4 shows the uncertainty aware safe-reachable set of the evader with three135

pursuers. Each segment of the boundary is only shared with a single pursuer,

which is key to the decentralized policy as each pursuer can only affect its

corresponding boundary. We emphasize that the dimension of θ is a consequence

of the spherical parametrization and thus dependent on which case, 2D or 3D,

being considered.140

Figure 4: Uncertainty aware safe-

reachable set of an evader (red), with

an uncertainty ellipse (magenta). The

boundary is decomposed into three seg-

ments, one for each pursuer (blue,

green, cyan).

Figure 5: A single boundary segment

with various normals (triangles) along

the boundary which are used to calcu-

late the pursuer’s policy.

3.3. Area Flux

In order to discuss how the pursuers alter the area of the evader’s safe-

reachable set we invoke the Leibniz Integral Rule [7], which allows us to differ-

entiate a quantity defined by an integral, such as area. Using this Rule, we can
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Figure 6: Two views of an uncertainty aware safe-reachable set in 3D with six pursuers and

one evader and uncertainty ellipsoid (red).

equate the time derivative of a quantity in a region to the flux of that quantity

across the region’s boundary and the change in size of the region. This allows

us to quantify the effect a pursuer has on the evader’s safe-reachable area to

changes in the shared boundary between them. We can decompose the bound-

ary of the reachable set ∂Ve =
⋃N
i ∂Vei into N segments and formulate the

change in area due to each pursuer i

∂Ae
∂pi

T

ṗi =

ˆ
∂Vei

nTi
∂q

∂pi
ṗi ds. (6)

Specifically, (6) relates the area flux of pursuer i to the unit outward normal

vector of the boundary ni and the boundary Jacobian ∂q
∂pi

at a point q on

the shared boundary of the evader and pursuer i. Figure 5 shows a single

boundary segment with various normals along the boundary. Geometrically,145

∂q
∂pi

ṗi can be thought of as the velocity of a boundary point q induced by the

movement of pursuer i. The infinitesimal amount of area flux due to the change

in the pursuer’s position can be decomposed as nTi
∂q
∂pi

ṗi ds where ds is the

infinitesimal length/area of the boundary surface. The flux ∂Ae

∂e can be found

similarly by summing the area change over each segment to find the evader’s150

area maximization policy. We provide two methods for finding the flux ∂Ae

∂pi

based on representations of the boundary ∂Vei.

Area Flux: Explicit

The flux terms can be directly calculated when the boundary segments of the

evader’s safe-reachable set are explicitly parametrized. Suppose there exists a

function gi(θ, e, pi) such that each boundary segment is

∂Vei = {q | q = gi(θ, e, pi) θ ∈ Bi} (7)
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where the set Bi is found by locating the intersection with the other boundaries.

Given gi we can find the boundary normal and Jacobian needed in (6) directly.155

At a particular θ0 ∈ Bi we find the vector ni that is normal to the boundary at

q = gi(θ0, e, pi) by solving (∇θ gi)
Tni = 0 (Figure 5). The boundary Jacobian

∂q
∂pi

can be found by partially differentiating gi with respect to pi. In 2D Bi ⊂ R

is an interval [θi, θ̄i] and gi(θ = θ, e, pi) is a curve. Thus, in 2D the area flux

due to each pursuer i and evader is given by the following proposition.160

Proposition 3.1.

∂Ae
∂pi

=

ˆ gi(θ̄i,e,pi)

gi(θi,e,pi)

∂gi
∂pi

T

n̂i ds

∂Ae
∂e

=

N∑
i

ˆ gi(θ̄i,e,pi)

gi(θi,e,pi)

∂gi
∂e

T

n̂i ds

(8)

In 3D Bi ⊂ R2 and gi(θ = (θ, φ), e, pi) is a bounded surface or patch. The

area flux formulation changes to a double integral over the boundary surface.

Detailed methods for finding Bi in both cases are discussed in the next section.

Example 3.1. In order to demonstrate correctness, we show that with the

explicit boundary method (8) we recover the “move-to-centroid” pursuit policy

found in [6, 7] when the evader’s safe-reachable set is a Voronoi cell with straight

boundaries. In this case, the pursuers’ control action is to move towards the cen-

troid ci of the shared boundary, and the area flux term is

∂A

∂pi
= − li
||pi − e||

(ci − pi).

Where li and ci,

li =

ˆ
∂Vei

dq and ci =
1

li

ˆ
∂Vei

q dq,

are the length and centroid of the boundary between pursuer i and the evader,

respectively.165

Proof. In 2D each boundary is a straight line and can be explicitly parametrized

[27] as

qi(θ) = mi + siθ, (9)
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where mi = e+pi
2 and si is the unit tangent to the boundary. The unit tangent

is a simple function of the unit normal ni = Rsi where R is a π
2 rotation matrix.

The outward unit normal and boundary Jacobian expressions are

ni =
pi − e
||pi − e||

=
di
||di||

and
∂q

∂pi
=
I

2
+
R− sidTi
||di||

θ,

which we can substitute directly into (8),

∂A

∂pi

T

=

ˆ
∂Vei

nTi
∂q

∂pi
dq =

ˆ
∂Vei

ni
T

[
I

2
+
R− sidTi
||di||

θ

]
dq

=

ˆ
∂Vei

ni
T

2
+
ni
TR

||di||
θ dq =

ˆ
∂Vei

1

||di||

[
dTi
2
− sTi θ − pTi + pTi

]
dq

=
1

||di||

ˆ
∂Vei

−mT
i − siT θ + pTi dq = − 1

||di||

ˆ
∂Vei

qT − pTi dq

= − 1

||di||
(lici − lipi)T = − li

||pi − e||
(ci − pi)T .

We can also recover this “move-to-centroid” policy in 3D with the appropri-

ate boundary expression.

Area Flux: Integration Bounds

Here we present a method for finding the integration bounds of the area170

minimizing control (6). These bounds can be written in terms of a partition of

the uncertainty estimate about the evader E(µ,Σ) by using the map between the

uncertainty ellipsoid and the boundary of the safe-reachable set (5). For each

pursuer i we seek a domain of integration Bi such that ∂VEi = {qi(θ)| θ ∈ Bi}

which can be interpreted as the part of the uncertainty ellipsoid that pursuer i is175

“responsible for”. We drop the explicit dependence on the other variables in the

boundary function to keep the emphasis on the parameterization parameters θ.

Since the pre-image of the uncertainty ellipsoid boundary is a sphere under our

parameterization, this problem is akin to finding a spherical partition.

For the 2D case the domain of integration is a 1D interval Bi = [θi, θ̄i] ⊂ R.

As the boundary curves are parametrized by θ ∈ R the integral in (3.1) can be
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written as
∂Ae
∂pi

=

ˆ gi(θ̄i)

gi(θi)

∂gi
∂pi

T

n̂i ds

=

ˆ θ̄i

θi

∂gi
∂pi

(θ)T n̂i(θ)

∥∥∥∥dgidθ (θ)

∥∥∥∥dθ
=

ˆ θ̄i

θi

∂gi
∂pi

(θ)TR90
dgi
dθ

(θ)dθ

(10)

by recalling that the differential length for a line integral of a curve l(t) is180

ds = || dldt ||dt and that the normal vector to a curve in 2D is the tangent vector dl
dt

rotated 90 degrees. In order for each pursuer to find their respective Bi = [θi, θ̄i]

one can find the θ0 where its boundary curve intersects with its neighbor’s,

gi(θ0) = gj(θ0). However, since these curves are Voronoi boundaries they can

instead find the point of intersection between the qi(θ) and the Voronoi boundary185

(a line) between pursuer i and each neighboring pursuer j. Figure 7 shows

the relationship between the partitioning of ∂E and the corresponding Voronoi

facets.

Figure 7: A partition of the evader’s uncertainty ellipsoid reflecting the integration bounds

for each pursuer (blue, green, cyan) with corresponding sections of the evader’s safe reachable

set intersecting the Voronoi boundary between adjacent pursuers (black-dotted).

Calculating the control for the 3D case requires a more structured approach

as the domain of integration is an arbitrary patch on the unit sphere in R3. Let190
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d(θ, φ) ∈ R3 such that (θ, φ) ∈ B = {(θ, φ) ∈ [−π, π],×[−π2 ,
π
2 ] | ||d(θ, φ)|| = 1}

be the standard parametrization of the unit sphere in R3. The function in

(5) maps a point from the unit sphere to the safe reachable boundary can be

decomposed into two steps, qi = (Yi ◦ Zi)(θ, φ). First a function Zi that maps

spherical coordinates (θ, φ) ∈ B to the surface of the uncertainty ellipsoid via195

the sphere parametrization and an affine map Zi := FRid(θ, φ) + µ : B → ∂E.

Recall that if FFT = Σ then Fz+µ = y maps a point z from the unit sphere to

the surface of the ellipsoid E(µ,Σ). Yi() is then a function that maps this point

on ∂E to the safe-reachable boundary Yi : ∂E → ∂VEi where ∂VEi ⊂ R3 is the

part of safe-reachable set boundary between the evader and pursuer i. If d(θ, φ)200

is a parametrization of a sphere then Rd(θ, φ) is also a parametrization of the

same sphere if R ∈ SO(3). We will show how this rotation matrix allows for a

change of coordinates that aligns domain of integration with the parameters to

simplify the process of finding the appropriate bounds required by the integral

in (8).205

First, we consider the domain of integration for a single pursuer, as this set

will contain the domain in the multi-agent case. Since the distance from the

ellipsoid and any pursuer to the safe-reachable boundary must be positive from

(3) the pair (θ, φ) must satisfy the constraint

(pi − µ− Fd(θ, φ))TΣ−1Fd(θ, φ) ≥ 0

(pi − µ)TΣ−1Fd− dTFTF−TF−1Fd ≥ 0

(pi − µ)TΣ−1Fd− 1 ≥ 0.

Geometrically this constraint requires that the pursuer lie on the opposite side

of the estimate about the tangent supporting hyperplane for a valid point on

the ellipsoid boundary. This constraint is further simplified to a half-space

constraint on d(θ, φ) with plane Pi(n̄i, 1), where n̄i = FTΣ−1(pi − µ). This

plane intersects B and forms a spherical cap. Figure 8 depicts a cap under the

affine transformation with the corresponding safe-reachable boundary. This cap

is a subset of the pre-image of the boundary of the ellipsoid under the affine

transform C̄i ⊂ (FRi)
−1(∂E − µ). We seek to integrate over the pre-image of
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C̄i under the spherical map, and note that the spherical cap is bounded by a

plane, which still a plane under an affine transform. We can express this cap by

noticing that curves of constant φ in spherical coordinates (similar to latitudes

on a globe) can represent the intersection of a sphere and a plane if we rotate

the sphere correctly. Therefore we can describe a spherical cap by the pair

(R ∈ SO(3), φ ∈ R) such that

{
Rd(θ, φ) | (θ, φ) ∈ [−π, π]× [φ, π/2]

}
represents the cap. For example, if φ = 0 the cap would be a hemisphere. To

find the particular cap for each pursuer i, we insert a rotation matrix Ri to align

d(0, π2 ) with the point on the ellipsoid that has surface normal equal to the plane

normal, F−TRid(0, π2 ) = n̄i, which greatly simplifies the integration process. As

there are infinitely many rotations that meet this requirement we also require210

FRid(0, 0) + µ and FRid(π2 , 0) + µ to be parallel to Pi by invoking a Gram-

Schmidt process. By design, curves (circles) of constant φ are all parallel to Pi,

thus there exists a φ
i

such that C̄i = {Rid(θ, φ) | θ ∈ [−π, π] φ ∈ [φ
i
, φ̄i = pi

2 ]}.

Thus B̄i = {[−π, π] × [φ
i
, φ̄i = pi

2 ]} is the domain of integration for the single

agent case. This set contains the domain for the mult-agent case as we have not215

yet included the effect of the other pursuers.
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Figure 8: A section of the safe reachable set boundary (blue) with corresponding domain of

integration (blue) after the affine map, Zi(B̄i). The cap’s image is a subset of the uncertainty

ellipsoid (red).

Similar to the 2D case, we now take into account the effect multiple pursuers

have on each others domain of integration. Given a team of N pursuers we seek

a partition of ∂E into N regions, one for each pursuer. We also require that the

intersections of these regions are empty,
⋂N
n=1 Cn 6= 0. Each pursuer can do a220

partitioning process independently by only considering its (Voronoi) neighbors.

Suppose for pursuers i and j that C̄i ∩ C̄j 6= ∅, then we seek a Ci ⊂ C̄i such that

||Yi(Fz+µ)−pi|| ≤ ||Yj(Fz+µ)−pj ||,∀z ∈ Ci ∀j ∈ Ni, where Ni is the Voronoi

neighbor set of agent i. In order to complete this partition we can use the planes

Pi and Pj to characterize the intersection C̄i ∩ C̄j . Since these sets are on the225

unit sphere then we can find a curve segment Θ̂ ⊂ [−π, π] and φ = φ
i

where the

intersection occurs and use a bisection search between φ and π
2 to adjust φ

i
(θ)

for each such θ ∈ Θ̂. For a θ0 in a discretization of Θ̂ we use a bisection search on

φ where φ ≤ φ ≤ π
2 to find a point (θ0, φ) such that qi(θ0, φ) = qj(θ0, φ). Figure

9 illustrates this process, consider the blue ellipsoidal cap and the magenta curve230

represented by {F (d(θ0, φ = φ
i
)) +µ | θ0 ∈ Θ̂}. We find Θ̂ by finding where the
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magenta curve intersects the cyan curve, orientation can be found with a single

numerical check. We can also carry out a similar process for φ̄i(θ), though these

instances are more rare. The process of finding the domain of integration for

the pursuer i can be summarized in three steps.235

1. Find the entire domain of integration C̄i that does not take into account

the locations of the other pursuers.

2. Use the regions of overlap between the pursuer’s own C̄i and its neighbor’s

C̄j , j ∈ Ni to find the two points where the edges of the caps intersect

3. Preform bisection search along a discretized path between these two points240

to split the intersection.

Steps 2 and 3 repeat for each other pursuer j for j ∈ Ni.

Figure 9: (left) The intersection C̄i∩C̄j between two caps (blue and green) is found (dark blue)

and a bisection search done on a set on points orthogonal (orange-dashed) to the magenta

curve between where the magenta and cyan curves intersect resulting in the the orange point.

The orange point maps to a point on the intersection of the safe reachable boundaries of

the blue and green agent. (right) The operation is done along the magenta curve ending the

partitioning process which yields Ci ∩ Cj = ∅.

The 3D version of the integral in (8) is now

∂Ae
∂pi

=

‹

∂VEi

∂gi
∂pi

T

n̂i dA

=

ˆ π

−π

ˆ φ̄i(θ)

φ
i
(θ)

∂gi
∂pi

T (dgi
dφ
× dgi
dθ

)
dφdθ,

(11)

where gi((θ, φ), µ,Σ, pi) is the explicit boundary surface given in (5). Recall that

differential area dA for an integral over a surface S(u, v) is dA = ||dSdu ×
dS
dv ||dudv

and that the unit normal vector to a surface is
dS
du×

dS
dv

|| dSdu×
dS
dv ||

.245
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Figure 10: A partitioning of the evader’s uncertainty aware safe-reachable set boundary with

six pursuers and their corresponding controls in 3D. The surfaces are not completely blended

due to the discretization in the rendering process.

Area Flux: Implicit

The flux terms can be directly calculated when the boundary segments of

the evader’s safe-reachable set are implicitly expressed. For situations where a

parametric closed form expression for the boundary is unavailable, an implicit

boundary representation,

∂Vei = {q | fi(q, e, pi) = 0},

can be used. In this context we assume that we can not explicitly solve for q to

create an explicit expression. Differentiating fi with respect to pi results in

dfi
dpi

=
∂fi
∂q

T ∂q

∂pi
+
∂fi
∂pi

T

= 0.

Noting that ∂fi
∂q is normal to the boundary, but not unit length, it follows that

nTi
∂q

∂pi
= −∂fi

∂pi

T∥∥∥∥∂fi∂q
∥∥∥∥−1

.

Integrating over the boundary yields the area flux.

Proposition 3.2.

∂Ae
∂pi

=

ˆ
∂Vei

−∂fi
∂pi

∥∥∥∥∂fi∂q
∥∥∥∥−1

dq

∂Ae
∂e

=

np∑
i

ˆ
∂Vei

−∂fi
∂e

∥∥∥∥∂fi∂q
∥∥∥∥−1

dq

(12)
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Example 3.2. The implicit boundary method (12) recovers the “move-to-centroid”

policy as well for the case where the evader’s safe-reachable set is a Voronoi cell

with straight boundaries. Pursuer’s i area flux term is

∂A

∂pi
= − li
||pi − e||

(ci − pi)T .

Proof. The boundary segment is implicitly given by

fi(q, e, pi) = ||q − e|| − ||q − pi|| = 0. (13)

Applying (12) to (13) and noting that ||q − pi|| = ||q − e|| ∀q ∈ ∂Vei we obtain

∂Ae
∂pi

=

ˆ
∂Vei

− (q − pi)T

||q − pi||

∥∥∥∥ q − e
||q − e||

− q − pi
||q − pi||

∥∥∥∥−1

ds =

ˆ
∂Vei

− (q − pi)T

||pi − e||
ds

which yields the same result as the explicit boundary case.

3.4. Uncertainty Aware Area Minimization

We have presented two methods for calculating the area flux terms and250

showed that they recover a known result [6, 7]. Now we directly apply our

method for finding the flux terms to the uncertainty aware boundaries. Specifi-

cally we apply the explicit boundary method (8) to the parametrized curve (5).

An implicit formulation of the uncertainty aware boundary can also be found

in the case where the uncertainty is spherical. The area of the uncertainty255

aware safe-reachable set A(VE) is now a function of the pursuers’ positions pi

and the estimate E(µ,Σ). We show that the evader’s safe-reachable set is non-

increasing. First we show that area flux terms have the following symmetric

relationship.

Lemma 3.1. For the uncertainty aware boundary, the following relationship

holds between the area flux terms:

∂AE
∂µ

=

N∑
i

−∂AE
∂pi

.

Proof. First we note that given the form of the boundary in (5)

∂qi
∂µ

= I +−∂qi
∂pi

.
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For each boundary i we can calculate the partials required by (1). Since the

boundaries are described by explicit curves like (7) we can directly apply (8),

∂AE
∂µ

=

N∑
i

ˆ
∂VEi

(I +−∂qi
∂pi

)Tnids =

N∑
i

ˆ
∂VEi

n̂ids−
∂AE
∂pi

=

˛
∂VE

n̂ids+

N∑
i

−∂AE
∂pi

=

N∑
i

−∂AE
∂pi

.

The contour integral vanishes since its integrand is a conservative (constant)260

vector field.

In between measurement updates, since the estimate ellipsoid translates no

faster than the pursuers, the area of the uncertainty aware safe-reachable set is

non-increasing.

Theorem 3.1. If the ellipsoidal estimate does not translate faster than the265

pursuers, then there exists ui where ȦE ≤ 0.

Proof. Let zi = ∂AE

∂pi
, then from Lemma 3.1 we rewrite (1) as

minimize
ui

maximize
v

Ȧe =

N∑
i

zTi ṗi − zTi µ̇

subject to ṗi = ui, ||ui|| ≤ 1 ∀i

µ̇ = v, ||v|| ≤ 1.

From (2) we substitute the optimal polices therefore

Ȧ∗e =

N∑
i

−||zi||+
∥∥∥∥ N∑

i

zi

∥∥∥∥.
From the triangle inequality it follows that

∑N
i ||zi|| ≥

∥∥∑N
i zi

∥∥, thus Ȧ∗e ≤

0.

The “move-to-centroid” interpretation of ∂AE

∂pi
no longer applies due to the

curved boundaries and there may be configurations where ui = v ∀i, resulting270

in no area change as the configuration of agents simply translates. This results

in a “containment” scenario where AE remains constant. Figure 11 shows how

the uncertainty affects the pursuers’ control action.
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Figure 11: The pursuers’ control action (cyan) is affected by their uncertainty in the evader’s

potions. In the no uncertainty case (left) the pursuers move towards the centroid of their

respective facets, however with uncertainty (right) some control actions change significantly.

4. Set-Membership Filters

As is common with most estimation schemes, we assume our estimate is

updated by a measurement received at discrete times tk = k∆t where ∆t is

some time step. We assume that all the pursuers are equipped with a distributed

estimation scheme [28, 29, 30] and locally share their estimate or measurements

to reach a consensus on an estimate of the evader’s position. During each

estimation update, a measurement y(tk) = yk is taken at time tk which is

assumed to be corrupted by the bounded noise wk,

yk = e(tk) + wk,

where e(tk) is the true position of the evader at time tk and wk ∈ E(0,Wk).275

We overload the notation E(c ∈ Rn, P ∈ S+
n×n) to represent an ellipsoid as a

quadratic form inequality E(c, P ) = {x | (x− c)TP−1(x− c) ≤ 1}.

Using a Set-Membership filter [10], a variant of the Kalman filter designed

for bounded disturbance and measurement noise models, we can employ a

predict-update process to update the estimate given the measurement. Since the

evader’s maximum velocity is known to be 1, given a time step ∆T we can treat

its action as a disturbance drawn from the set E(0, V ) = {x | xTV −1x ≤ 1}

where V = I∆t2 and I is the appropriate identity matrix. We assume that our

prior estimate E(µk−1,Σk−1) contains the evader’s position at time t = tk−1,

e(tk−1) ∈ E(µk−1,Σk−1).
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First a prediction at t = tk is made,

e(tk) ∈ Êk|k−1 = E(µk−1,Σk−1)⊕ E(0, V )

where Êk|k−1 contains every possible next position of the evader starting from

any point in E(µk−1,Σk−1). Since, in general, this is not an ellipsoid we find

an ellipsoidal outer approximation E(µk|k−1,Σk|k−1) ⊇ Êk|k−1 by solving a280

minimum trace optimization problem.

Figure 12: The predict step takes the prior estimate prior (red) and the disturbance (cyan)

and fits a circumscribing ellipsoid E(µk|k−1,Σk|k−1) (orange) about their Minkowski sum.

Let the measurement yk be drawn from the set E(e(tk),Wk) = {x | (x −

e(tk))TW−1
k (x−e(tk)) ≤ 1}, where Wk defines the geometry of the measurement

noise and is analogous the covariance in a multi-variate Gaussian distribution.

Since the measurement is assumed to be inside this ellipsoid, a yk at time t = tk

implies that the evader must lie inside the ellipsoid E(yk,Wk),

e(tk) ∈ E(yk,Wk) = {x | (x− yk)TW−1
k (x− yk) ≤ 1}.

The update step uses these two ellipsoids, E(µk|k−1,Σk|k−1) and E(yk,Wk),

to solve an optimization problem that finds an ellipsoidal outer approximation

about their intersection, which contains the evader,

e(tk) ∈ E(µk,Σk) ⊇ (E(µk|k−1,Σk|k−1) ∩ E(yk,Wk)).
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Figure 13: The update step takes the disturbance grown prior (orange) and the noisy mea-

surement (green) and fits a circumscribing ellipsoid E(µk,Σk) (black) about their intersection

(purple).

The details of both these optimization problems as well as a variant of the

Set-Membership filter that considers non-linear system by sequential linearizion,

similar to an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), can be found in [31, 32, 33]. In

summary, these filters use a prior ellipsoidal estimate, disturbance and noise

bounds, and a noisy measurement to generate a posterior ellipsoidal estimate

E(µk,Σk). By construction, this filter guarantees the quantity being measured,

in this case the evader’s position, lies within,

e(tk) ∈ E(µk,Σk).

5. Results

Combining the pursuer control policy discussed in Section 3 and using the

filter described in [33], we implemented our algorithm on a team of pursuers

to capture the evader while localizing it with simulated and real sensor noise.285

The policy was validated in both 2D and 3D simulations as well as in physical

hardware with 2D ground robots equipped with a camera.

5.1. Simulations

We created 100 2D scenarios where the evader’s safe reachable set is initially

bounded so that the problem was initially feasible, see section 2.2. In each sce-

nario the positions, initial measurements, and uncertainties were all randomly
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generated. In order to simulate a realistic situation, the covariance of the mea-

surement noise was proportional to the smallest distance between the pursuers

and evader,

max eig(Wk) ∝ min
i
‖pi − e‖.

Each agent, modeled as a point, had the same maximum speed of 1 unit per

time step and rcap was set to 5 units. Figure 14 shows the distance between290

the evader and its closest pursuer and Figure 15 shows the maximum eigenvalue

of Σ, the shape parameter of the estimate, at each time step. Both quantities

were normalized against the initial conditions and the averages over all runs are

plotted in black. The pursuer policy was tested against three different evader

strategies, which are aggregated in Figures 14 and 15.295

• Area Max: Area maximizing policy with perfect position information (red)

• Big Gap: Move towards the largest gap between pursuers (green)

• Random: Random walk (blue)

Figure 14: The smallest distance between the

evader and the pursuers vs. time for each

simulation, normalized to the initial distance.

The average is plotted in black.

Figure 15: The largest eigenvalue of Σ for

each simulation vs. time for each simulation,

normalized to the initial value. The average

is plotted in black.

Figures 16 and 17 show capture in 2D and 3D with four and six pursuers,

respectively1.300

1Videos of the simulations can be found here, https://youtu.be/3GUlEf0fjyc
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Figure 16: Four time instances of a 2D simulation.

We also implemented the pursuit policy in 3D with a team of six pursuers

capturing a single evader.

Figure 17: Four time instances of a 3D simulation.

5.2. Hardware Validation

In order to further validate our pursuit algorithm we implemented the area

minimization policy on a team of ommi-directional robots “OuijaBots” [34].305

Three OuijaBots pursued a singled evading OuijaBot using noise corrupted mea-

surements to update their estimates of the evader’s location. The control for

each robot was calculated independently and sent to each robot over a ROS

network at 20Hz. The evader was given perfect state information of the pur-

suers and employed the Big Gap policy described in section 5.1. We use the Big310
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Gap policy over the Max Area policy for the evader because it was found that

the Max Area policy caused the evader to move directly towards a pursuer in

an attempt to “hold its ground” resulting in faster capture times; this behavior

is further corroborated in [7]. Each robot had a maximum speed of 0.3 m/s.

Figure 18 shows the three pursuer OuijaBots and the evading OuijaBot in an315

initial and capture configuration.

Figure 18: (left) Initial and (right) capture configurations of the OuijaBots

Figure 19 shows a series of images of the experiment2 in which the pursuers

were initially placed 3m away from the evader and were able to capture the

evader in 21.5 seconds despite simulated noise in the measurements. The initial

measurement noise was set to 1 body length of the robot at 3m and decayed320

with the distance between the evader and closest pursuer.

2https://youtu.be/YEl3yX1OzA0
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Figure 19: Four time instance of a hardware demonstration using simulated noise

To incorporate realistic sensing, we equipped one pursuer with an oCam

1CGN-U global shutter camera and extracted image moments that fed into a

sphere detection algorithm outlined in [35] to track an orange sphere mounted

on the evader (Figure 20) to emulate a detection and classification algorithm.325

The measurement from the sphere tracking algorithm in conjunction with a Set-

Membership filter (section 4) processed 640 x 480 images at 30hz to produce an

estimate of the evader’s position which was shared amongst the other pursuers.
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Figure 20: (left) evader OuijaBot and (right) pursuer OuijaBot with camera

Figure 21 shows a series of images of the experiment3 using camera based

sensing. The sphere tracker detected the evader with a maximum error of .5m330

(∼3 body lengths) at 3m away and .2m (∼1 body length) at sub 1m. While

the camera demonstration had more noise relative to the simulated noise case,

capture occurred in 12.7 seconds.

3https://youtu.be/TIE3PTTfYRI
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Figure 21: Four time instance of a hardware demonstration using an on-board camera. The

second row shows three pursuers (blue, green, purple) pursing the evader (red), the green

agent was equipped with the camera.

6. Conclusion

This work presents a pursuit policy using an area-minimization approach for335

pursuit-evasion games in unbounded environments where the pursuers maintain

a noisy estimate of the evader’s position. The noisy measurement case necessi-

tated the need for new methods to find the boundary surfaces to determine the

evader’s uncertainty aware safe-reachable set as well as calculate area flux terms

for area minimizing control as previous methods were insufficient. By extend-340

ing the idea of safe-reachability to account for the uncertainty in the evader’s

position we are able to determine a decentralized pursuit policy. Simulations

and hardware demonstrations were conducted to validate the approach as well

as observe how uncertainty affects the pursuit policy. Future extensions of this
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work will consider problems where the evader must avoid obstacles or pursuers345

who positions are estimated on-board with noisy sensors.
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